2022
120 years united with you
120 years united with you, building cities to live in, executing and developing civil works projects and singular building that have made us a benchmark for the sector, nationally and internationally.

Throughout all these years, we have known how to adapt and overcome different situations, reaching a model of responsible growth based on the creation of value.

Sustainability is very important for FCC Construcción and is imbued in the production processes and in the day-to-day of the company, which is why our activities contribute to progress towards the achievement of the Sustainable Development objectives.

We are a world market in the design and execution of infrastructures. A year full of projects and illusions begins.
Filomena storm. Villarrobledo Salt Storage (Albacete) Spain
Randero Viaduct. A-33 Yecla-Caudete highway
Spain
Gouvães Dam
Portugal
Rehabilitation of the Duero railway line. Pinhão-Tua section
Portugal